Call for submissions to our new section

“Readers’ Comments and Views”

Deadline: September 30, 2014

To be inaugurated in Volume 2, Issue 1, January 1, 2015.

Type: Peer-reviewed
Length: 500 words

Type of submission:
It could be any of the following genres:
• Reflection (reflecting, considering issues discussed in the published articles)
• Reaction (reacting to specific claims, proposals, etc., and explaining reasoning for it)
• Short analysis (analyzing a research or some other part of the article)
• Brief critique (balanced critique of an article, view expressed, a proposal)
• Suggestions (suggesting ways to move into the future, or to carry out proposed changes)
• Real life connection to the published article (sharing real life stories/experiences related to the issue/policy discussed).

The submission can refer to: a) the entire issue; b) only the feature section; c) only the brief report section; d) a specific article; e) the specific materials review; f) the entire materials review section; and finally g) the editorial (Main Editor’s or the Guest Editors’).

Submission Guidelines:
Follow the same guidelines for the font, size, and format as for other journal contributions (under our Submissions Tab on the main NYSTJ page).